INTRODUCTION
Consider the common statistical model yj = tj + qj, j = 1,..., n, where the gtj are unknown mean structures (perhaps depending on the value of a covariate xj or a parameter vector 0, common to all n observations), and the Ej are independent random errors having density f with mean 0. Let y = (y1,... ,y,n) denote the collection of data. A Bayesian analysis might assume an i.i.d. prior specification for the gj conditional on some parameter r1, say ltj = g (1) + tj, where g(rl) is a prior mean structure and the tj are random errors distributed independently of the cj according to a density t having mean 0. A common difficulty faced by practicing Bayesians is the appropriate specification of the model and prior error densities, f and t. For mathematical convenience, one might proceed by selecting a prior it which is conjugate with f, i.e., one which leads to posterior distributions p(!tIIy) whose normalized forms are analytically available. Unfortunately, this computationally simple approach is often not possible, since the existence of a conjugate prior is not guaranteed. Further, even when a conjugate prior is available, it is often unrealistic (for example, imposing a normal prior on an already tenuous normallikelihood assumption). At the very least, we would be interested in assessing the effect on the posterior distribution of departing from such an artificial assumption. On the other hand, realistic choices forf and n typically lead to arduous, high-dimensional, and occasionally intractable numerical integration in order to obtain p(j ILy) for any j.
In practice, we would like a formal method for assessing the relative merits of two or more competing specifications for f (model choice) or n (prior robustness). The Bayesian decision paradigm has long offered an attractive theoretical setting for such a comparison (see for example Box and Tiao 1973 , Smith 1983 , and Berger 1985 , but the aforementioned computational concerns have traditionally hampered its applicability. Recently, however, an adaptive Monte Carlo integration scheme known as the Gibbs sampler ) has proved to be a simple yet powerful tool in analyzing conjugate Bayesian hierarchical models (see for example ). In this paper we extend this applicability to nonconjugate scenarios via a highly parametrized model which exploits the simplicity of the Gibbs sampler in the conjugate case.
Section 2 discusses our Bayesian model specification, and provides a general paradigm for the Bayesian modeling of nonnormal errors. The methodology is developed with our computational tool, the Gibbs sampler, in mind. In particular, we focus on the wide range of error densities available as scale mixtures of normal distributions. Finally, Section 3 illustrates our approach by considering a nonlinear response surface, and offers a numerical example where we compare normal, t, and double-exponential errors.
BAYESIAN MODEL SPECIFICATION AND THE GIBBS SAMPLER
Consider the specification of the error density f (specification of the prior t follows analogously). Assume we have a series of independent errors jlao, i The dataset we shall use was collected by Treloar (1974) , is reproduced in Bates and Watts (1988), and is displayed in Table 1 . These data record the "velocity" yj of an enzymatic reaction (in counts/min2) as a function of substrate concentration xj (in ppm), where the enzyme has been treated with Puromycin. Our goal is to obtain estimates of the marginal posterior density of the parameter a, and also the marginal posterior density of the mean velocity at X = 0.5, a substrate concentration not represented in the original data.
We implement the Gibbs sampler using the complete conditional distributions given above, taking vague priors on P and a2 by letting 1o = 0, ao = 3.44, and bo = 0.00341 (a2 has prior mean 120 and prior variance 1002), and choose a lognormal prior for 0, log 0 ,--N(-5, 22). Since the complete conditional distribution of 0 is available only up to proportionality to h(0), 0g')-samples must be generated using a rejection algorithm (see for example Devroye 1986, p. 40). We chose to transform to 11 = log 0 and use rejection from a multiple of its asymptotic density, a normal with mean r = f^, the generalized MLE of ri [i.e., the value of ri which maximizes g(rl) = e h(e )], and variance a2 equal to the reciprocal of the Fisher information for ir. To ensure that our rejection density would "blanket" g (1) in the tails, we actually used a heavier-tailed t5 distribution in place of a normal. Note that, while we have suppressed this in the notation, tr and ao are both functions of the current Gibbs samples (gPt), o(t) X•gt)), and hence must be recomputed at each iteration of the algorithm.
Running the Gibbs sampler for each of the M4 separately with G = 2500, we monitored the collection {(), g 1...,G} over 5-unit t-increments (t = 5, 10,...). Stabilization of the empirical g(t) quantiles and successive density estimates obtained using Equation (1) Using the same model weights (% Iy) as above, we again may obtain an overall density estimate ^(81y), again shown as a solid line in the figure. This time the double-exponential density estimate departs more markedly from the t2-errors estimate; again the mixture distribution provides a compromise. Figure 1(b) illustrates the method's ability to derive estimated posteriors for functions of the model parameters without rerunning the algorithm. As a final remark, it is perhaps worth noting that despite the rather large value of G used and the repeated maximization and conservative asymptotic variance inherent in the 0(g) generation, the algorithm is surprisingly fast, completing the Gibbs sampling and all density estimation in roughly 10 minutes on a DECStation 3100.
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